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F. Quinn recently proved a conjecture of Farrell and Hsiang giving a calculation of the 
projective class group of the rational group ring of a crystallographic group. This paper contains 
a counterexample to a naive extension of this conjecture for the integral group ring. 
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In this paper r will denote a crystallographic group; i.e., r is a discrete cocompact 
subgroup of E (n)-the group of rigid motions of Euclidean n-space W”. The natural 
action of r on !R” is properly discontinuous with compact orbit space Iw”/JY Let F, 
denote the finite isotropy subgroup of r fixing XER” and xT denote the orbit of 
x under r. For each integer q let Kq and tTq denote the coefficient sheaf on [w”/r 
whose stalk over xT is K,(QF,) and K,(ZF,), respectively. It was conjectured in 
[4] that 
&(ar)= &(R”/r; Kg). 
More generally, Hsiang and I made the following (previously unpublished) con- 
jecture. 
Conjecture. There is a spectral sequence Eiq converging to K,+,(W) with 
EL = H,@“/r; Kq). 
Note the conjecture in [4] is a special case of the above Conjecture since K,(QF) = 0 
when F is finite and q < 0, cf. [2]. 
In this note, we give an example showing the naive generalization of Conjecture 
for ZT is false. We next state explicitly this Naive Conjecture. 
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Naive Conjecture. There is a spectral sequence J??:~ converging to K,+,(U) with 
Egg -- H,(R”/T; Q. 
For the rest of this paper, we assume Naive Conjecture is true and show that this 
assumption leads to a contradiction. Recall, from [3], that KJZF) = 0 when p < -1 
and F is finite. Consequently, Naive Conjecture implies the following exact sequence 
H,(lR”/T; I&J --* K&U-) -+ H,(IW”/T; I?_,). (1) 
Also recall, from [2], that K_,(ZF) and K,(ZF) are finitely generated when F is 
finite. But Iw”/I’ is a finite simplicial complex with the sheaves Kg and K-, constant 
on open simplices. Consequently, &(Iw”/T; &J and HI([W”/T; Z-,) are finitely 
generated abelian groups. These facts together with (1) imply 
K,,(Zf) is a finitely generated abelian group. (2) 
We next introduce some notation. Let C and C,,, denote the oo-cyclic group and 
cyclic group of order m, respectively, and let D denote the co-dihedral group. Note 
C x D x D is a crystallographic group; consequently, because of (2), we have 
K,(Z( C x D x D)) is finitely generated. (3) 
Recall D is isomorphic to C, * C,. Consequently by expanding the last factor, we 
have 
CxDxD=(CxDxC,) * (CXDXC,). (4) 
CxD 
From Waldhausen’s formula [5] for the K-theory of amalgamated free products, 
we obtain an exact sequence 
K,(Z( C x D)) + K,(Z( C x D x C,))O K&X( C x D x C,)) + X (5) 
where X is a quotient of K,(Z( C x D x D)). Since C x D is crystallographic, (2) 
and (3) concatenated with (5) imply 
K,(Z( C x D x C,)) is finitely generated. 
Expanding the last factor again, we obtain 
(6) 
CxC,xD=(CxC,xC,) * (CxC,XC,). (7) 
cxc, 
Another application of Waldhausen’s formula [5] to (7) yields an exact sequence 
K,(B( C x C,)) + K,,(Z( C x C, x C,))O K,(Z( C x C, x C,)) + Y (8) 
where Y is a quotient of K,(Z( C x C, x D)). Because of (6), Y is finitely generated. 
Now we recall a result of Bass and Murthy [l]. Namely, let p be a prime, then 
K,,(Z( C x C,)) is finitely generated (9) 
and 
K,,(Z( C x C, x C,,)) is not finitely generated. (10) 
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In particular when p = 2, (9) together with (8) yields 
K,(Z( C x C2 x C,)) is finitely generated. 
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